Real-time information, standardized and interacting with radio broadcasting listeners during the time they spend driving their cars, could be extremely interesting and useful whether it offers public concerned information and make feasible the complete application of the system (hardware and software) it is based on. The RDS (Radio Data System) standard, which modulation characteristic is based on the concept its data signals are carried on a subcarrier which is added to the stereo multiplex signal at the stereo encoder, make feasible this benefits with extremely low cost, for the listener and even for the broadcaster.
INTRODUCTION [1]
Through adjustable options available in the radio's headunit (receiver), the listener is able to have customized the style of music and programs he want to listen to at the same time he can enable or not the receiving of traffic messages and emergency warnings that would happen during his journey. Those messages and warnings would give opportunity to the driver to decide which way could be better and which one could not be, avoiding awful situations -really common in many Brazilian cities.
Besides that, RDS has a technical characteristic that makes possible the interaction of the drive and his/her vehicle remotely. Just contacting a call center, the drive could request a specific action, that will be addressed to the RDS modulator, added to the normal FM signal, transmitted and received by the car (by the receiver or by a special device installed in the car), that will perform the related action.
While it has been applied to Europe and USA since the 90's, in Brazil its application was just started for few broadcasters that have been used some of the main features of the system. The standard requires transmission infrastructure extremely simple and cheap, besides a reception structure really simple, cheap and already available at the Brazilian market.
Through this paper, I am going to demonstrate the system's possibilities to the Brazilian reality, explaining the available feature already in use in other countries and some potential characteristics that would be fully developed to support Brazilian requirements. The application of those features or services could be seen as a way to improve information availability to the Brazilian fleet; passenger cars or commercial vehicles.
WHAT RDS IS
The Radio Data System [2] was developed by the European Broadcasting Union (EBU) member countries and is a standard that provides advanced radio tuning and program information from the broadcaster to the listener through a subcarrier signal applied to VHF / FM sound. As the tolerance of the pilot-tone is +/-2 Hz, for the RDS subcarrier we have +/-6 Hz. About the phase angle, its tolerance is +/-10%, measured at the modulation input to the FM transmitter. Also, according to the European Specification, the deviation range of the FM carrier due to the unmodulated subcarrier is from +/-1 kHz to +/-7,5 kHz and the recommended value is +/-2 kHz.
The basic data-rate of the system is 1187,5 bits/s +/-0,125 bit/s and this streamline is divided in blocks of 26 bits each. The largest element in the RDS structure is a group of 104 bits, what means 4 blocks of 26 bits. All blocks are comprised of a 16-bit information word and a 10-bit checkword. This checkword has capabilities to detect all single and double bit errors in a block, to detect any single error burst spanning 10 bits or less and to detect about 99,8% of bursts spanning 11 bits and about 99,9% of all longer bursts.
There are 16 group types, from "0" to "15" split in two classes "A" and "B". These groups were divided according to their application and version. We have a group for basic tuning, one for clock-time and date, one for traffic messages, one for open data applications and so on.
Our proposal is not to explain each technical issue of RDS, what would be better understood directly from the specification (CENELEC -EN 50067). We would like to provide you just a basic overview about what RDS is from a technical standpoint and emphasize this paper on potential applications that are already available and under analyzes.
Reading all this information and conditions to have the RDS signal, you may ask what is happening today? How the signal is being transmitted and received in the real life? That is a good question and really easy to be answered. All infrastructure required for the transmission is a RDS encoder -a small module connected to a conventional FM modulator and operated by a Personnel Computer. From this computer, all parameters can be changed friendly any time. About the infrastructure required to receive the signal? You need a receiver equipped with an internal RDS microprocessor. All these equipment, RDS encoder and receiver with RDS microprocessor are already available for a price extremely reduced.
But how could you know if an equipment, specially a receiver, was developed to decode the RDS signal? There are 2 kinds of logo, standardized by the European and the American RDS Unions, that represents the system and should be printed on the face of the headunit you imagine is ready to treat RDS signals. The figures below show the available logos. The first one represents the equipment that has the most common features while the second one represents the receivers that are equipped with the Enhanced Other Network (EON) feature. 
RDS AVAILABLE FEATURES [2]
Let's go directly to the point -The Features! There are two sets of features, the primary and the secondary. The primary features are contained in all groups, while secondary features are transmitted only if you are using the feature. Following I would like to explain the main features available in the system:
PI (Program Identification):
Code that identifies the Broadcaster. Each Radio Station, here named as Broadcaster, has a specific number that identifies itself, for example in Brazil, the PI of some Broadcaster would be "B000". In other words, the Broadcasters would be known by their PI numbers instead of their FM Frequencies.
PS (Program Service Name):
To display the name of the broadcaster instead of the FM frequency. If the Broadcaster has programmed this feature, once tuned its frequency, the programmed name will be shown on the receiver display instead of the FM frequency.
AF (Alternate Frequency):
To tune automatically to the best Broadcaster considering same "PI" in the region. Suppose you are driving your car through the State and you have tuned a specific Radio Station. As you are going opposite from the Radio Station, its signal becomes weak and the reception bad. With the AF selected, the receiver is always looking for other Radio Station with the same PI and with the strongest signal in the same area. If it is found, the receiver automatically switches the tuner to the best signal detected. It is transparent to the listener that still seeing the name of the broadcaster instead of the FM frequency (due to PS feature).
TP (Traffic Program):
To identify Broadcasters that offer traffic bulletins and enables or not the receiver to automatically receive Traffic Announcements (see next feature).
TA (Traffic Announcements):
To identify that an announcement is being transmitted. The receiver will detect that and stop any playback, returning to FM tuner mode. If the receiver is turned off, it will be turned on and the announcement will be shown. An announcement is a voice message that is played on the vehicle's loudspeakers and informs the driver a specific condition of any part of the city (an accident for example). Known what is happening in that area, the driver is able to change his/her prior route and avoid some potential traffic jam.
TMC (Traffic Message Channel):
Is intended to provide traffic messages relevant to the driver's journey. A list of streets and a list of potential problems (flood, traffic jam, etc) is available in the receiver's memory. When some traffic department detects that something wrong is happening, the related street and problem numbers are transmitted. If your receiver was set up to that street, your display is going to flash the name of the street and what is going on there. As we have for TA, the driver can choose which way to drive through after informed about the problem.
PTY (Program Type):
To designate which kind of program is being transmitted. The driver can select which one is desired to the receiver stops during a band scan. A list of 31 types of programs is available with kinds of music, kinds of programs, etc. The Broadcaster transmits with the music, for example, its type (rock, jazz, country, etc). The driver set the receiver up to detect just that kind of music and during a scan, the tuner will just stop scanning when the type of the music transmitted matches with that set up in the receiver.
PTYN (Program Type Name):
To display the name of the program being transmitted instead of the frequency.
M/S (Music / Speech Switch Code):
To identify when music or speech is being transmitted. This feature intends to optimize, automatically, all audio noise present in each kind of transmission.
CT (Clock Time and Date):
To show on the receiver's display the clock Time and the date. This feature, depending on the car's receiver, can update time and calendar of the receiver remotely.
RT (Radio Text):
Able to transmit messages with 64 characters of ASCII text. It works properly with home-receivers that have bigger displays.
DGPS (Differential Global Positioning System):
As the spatial position of each Broadcaster is known, the Radio Station, that receives the GPS satellites signals, calculates the error inserted into the satellites information and transmits that to the receiver installed in the car. With this value, the receiver is able to calculate the deviation in a real-time approach and perform all correction required for example, for navigation.
EON (Enhanced Other Network):
This function allows data to be shared among affiliated broadcasters. Besides PS, PI and PTY, Traffic Announcements on affiliated network can be tuned automatically through EON and it is not dependent of each station you are, once it, the broadcaster, is part of a network.
ODA (Open Data Application):
There are available groups within the specification to make feasible new implementation using RDS. Actually we can find, around Europe mainly, some applications that applies their information to a specific group from ODA group.
REMOTE ACTUATION ON CARS VIA RDS [1]
Suppose you have parked your car outside a shopping center. After 3 hours of shopping, you decide to leave the place and go through the parking lot with no idea where your car is stopped. It would be strange and I think never happened to you but did to me! Now, imagine a service, like a call center to contact. You can inform your personnel password and request to the operator to activate your car's horn or turn on the headlamps to help you localize the car. The operator would be able even to unlock your car's doors and/or start your engine remotely, depending just your desires. Wouldn't be great?! It is possible via RDS.
As we saw on the last section, RDS has a lot of features and groups of functions. One of them is the ODA (Open Data Application), an open group that supports services like that mentioned above. We can assign an ID for each receiver (or a small box assembled with an internal RDS microprocessor and some I/O ports) and just that receiver (or box) will be able to perform the required function as soon a message is transmitted by the call center.
Suppose now your car parked in front of your house, Sunday afternoon and nobody walking outside on the street. All of a sudden you perceive that your car is being stolen. You decide to stay calm and wait for the action of the thief. He unlocks your car, turn it on and leave in front of your eyes. Hopefully you were not there, thus, imagine you have installed that small box, with a RDS microprocessor and some outputs connected, for example, to your car's ECM (Engine Control Module). You dial to the call center and warn it about the theft. Again, the operator, knowing your car's Id, transmits an information that is going to be received by all cars with RDS capability but just your car, that has that specific Id, will respond and the action is to shut the engine off. With a properly algorithm, your car's engine would be stopped and recovered easier than in a normal police investigation.
Your question would be what should be done to achieve some of the examples given, up to now? Some of the available car's architectures are distributed while some of them are centralized and with no Central Body Controller. Each infrastructure should be analyzed carefully and mainly the I/O port and the firmware of the receiver or box should be designed to fit that specific function for that specific architecture.
Some enterprises are already marketing accessories based on RDS, specially alarms with capability to control remotely some parts of the car, as mentioned above.
RDS AROUND THE WORLD
Before explain what is going on around the World about RDS, let's give some background information to clarify when and how it started. I am going to provide you some milestone related to the whole World, including Brazil: For your reference, in 1998, 90% of the European FM Stations were broadcasting some RDS feature while 10% of the American FM Stations were using this system. In South Africa, 70% of the FM Stations were applying RDS in 1995 [4] . As you can see, this system is much more popular in Europe than in USA (that applies the RBDS -Radio Broadcast Data System, a variant of the European Standard with some differences mainly market driven). In Europe, 60% of all receivers sold are equipped with RDS capability. Besides those regions, Asia and Australia were analyzing the applications of RDS in 1990 and should be using the system nowadays.
In Brazil, up to April 2000, no more than 10 FM Stations were broadcasting information through RDS while at least 3 Cars' Manufactures were marketing their vehicle with receivers RDS compatible [5] . Mr. Scott Wright [2] has mentioned that "the true success of any information service is that the more dynamic and relevant the information is, more interesting it is for the listener". That is what should be considered when specifying an information system.
Other concern may rise is about the DABDigital Audio Broadcasting and its compatibility with RDS infrastructure. "Digital radio will only expand upon the feature of RDS. Digital radio will be compatible with RDS, so your equipment will not become outdated or incompatible". Digital Radio Broadcasting is one of the technological trends of broadcasting information under analyzes around the World.
STANDARDZATION IN BRAZIL [1]
As mentioned, some Brazilian FM Stations are using RDS to broadcast information but with no reference of what and how each feature should be set up. They are not working based on a standard or a regulatory description, but they still trying to provide information to the listener.
In a quick brainstorming, we can easily understand that apply this system to Brazilian region would be pretty interesting. I will try to summarize in some bulletins, the reasons why to have the system standardized in Brazil:
1) The RDS was already tested and is working in Europe and USA for more than 15 years;
2) Almost every major manufactures make RDS receivers;
3 
CONCLUSIONS
As we could see, the RDS is a well-studied protocol that improves FM Radio tuning and is opened enough to have incorporated any application where data transmission is required. One concern must be analyzed when working with new application based on RDS is the low transmission rate available, what is about 1200 bits/s. That would be a bottle neck for some application which requires high transmission rate. Any way, solutions like that applied to the TMC feature, where a list of information is stored in the receiver's memory and just some bits is transmitted by the Broadcaster and decoded by the RDS microprocessors works properly.
A point we should keep in mind is that the RDS transmission is becoming very popular in Brazil and no standard is being considered. That can cause awful and dangerous situations for the consumers. The initiative to create a Brazilian standard, specially based on the European one that has 15 years of experience, should be faced as a clever decision and should has our support from a technical and a consumer point of view. 
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